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FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS SINCE GINSBERG & TINKER

Introduction. Over a decade has passed since the U.S. Supreme

Court dealt with the issue of the First Amendment rights of
1

,children in the cases Ginsberg v. New York and Tinker v. Des
2

Moines Independent School District. During that period 11,.S.
to-

Circuit Courts of Appeals have had to fashion their own theories

of First Amendment rights of children without further Supreme

Court guidance.

The legacy of the Supreme Court decisions and the current lack

of any unified approach in the foUr J.S. Circuit Courts of Appeals

that have dealt with high sch,00l students' freedom of expression in
3

the last ten years, have given'rise to a situation in which the

First Amendment rights of high school students vary-dramatically

from circuit td circuit. This paper analyzes the Ginsberg7Tinker

legacy and all of the high school students' publications

cases.that have been adjudicated i the past decade in U.S. Circuit

Courts of Appeals and explores the differences in judicial inter-

pretation that emerge across.the circuits.

The Ginsbervalakkregt

,Clinsberg v. New York tested the constitutionality of a state law

which prohibited the sale to minors under 17 years of age material

aefined to be obscene on the basis of its appeal to children. At

the outset of the case, New York determined that the "girlie"

magazines sold to a minor in this case would not be considered

obscene for adults. Thus, the issue that the U.S. Supreme Court
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faced 11,as not whether such material could' be sold to adults, but rather if a

state coiild -apply different standards for determining what is obscene fo.

children.

In determining that the state does have the poj.er to adopt what h& 'qven

4
, ,

termed."varlible obicenity" standards. the Court pointed out the gene! ,

authority of legislatWies:,

That the State has power to make that adjustment [i.e...

differing standards for obsceniti] seems clear, for we
have recognized that even where there ix an invasion of

protectod-freadows.-the power-of-the etiteAo--control- the ---

conduct of children reaches beyond its authority aver

adults:11

This anthdrity deriver.fram.two interestai.,,/the firstAls,the right of_

parents to conifrol their children:

Earostitntional interpretation bats consistently re:cog-

:Iliad that parents' claims to authority in their own house-

holds todirect the rearing of their children is basic in

the structure.of,our . The legislature could

properly conclude.that parents-and othersv-tescher4. for

ezampleveho have:this primary responsThility for children't

well-being are lntitled to the support of laws designed to

aid discharge of that responsibility. . 1Moreover, lame

prohibition against sales tct minors does,not bar parent. who

so desire from purchasing the magazines for their children. 6

The second interest promCiied by this Iry is the concern of the state

itself for the well-being of its youth:

[Ube knowledge that parental control or guidance cannot

always be provided and society's transcendent intermit in

protecting the welfare of children.justify reasonable,

regulation of the sale of material to them. It is therefore,

altogether fitting and proper for a state to include in a

statute designed to recplate the sale of pornography to children

special standards. . /

Finally, the Court pointed out that since "obscenity is not within the

area of protected zpeech and press."8 this statute does not invade constitutional
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rights. For this reason, the Court rejected the assertion by New York

that the sale of sUch material to minors poses "a clear and present danger to

9

the people of the state," and noted that such a test is not requirseMhere

unprotected speech is at issue.
0 10-

Application of the "clear and present dangerdoctrine" would compel the

state to demonstrate a shoving of circumstances mbich could lead to turliulence.

The Ccurt mas sceptical about this link and registered doubt that "this finding
11

by New York-expresMed an-iccepted- scientific- fact:" Nevertheless,: the law

is upheld become the teat is not required and because the lam promotes the

legitimatm interescof,the Statara.n.-its

In his concurring.opinion-Hr.
Justice.Stiwart-fums up the underlying

philosophy of the majority:

I think a State may permissibly determine that, at least

in some precisely delineated areas, a child. , is not

possessed of that fullrcapacity-for indkridual;chetcó- --

.which is-the presupposition.oftFirst:Amendment-guarentees..--

It is only upon such i premise, I should suppose, that a

,State may deprive children of other rights--the right to 'marry,

for example, or the right to vote--dprivetions that would be

constitutionally intolerable for adults.14

la contemplating the inplications_of_Cinsbert, two factors must be ke0t

in mind. The fitst is that in using obscenity doctrins to hold the statute

Valid, and not same other ground, ouches the Fourth Amendment, the Court was

in a sense, since obscenity is not protected speech, making this a non-First

Amendment issre;andlthereforelthe
ability of the states to regulate -he

reading matter of minors is a Mated me. "Ginsberg should not be read to

support broad state restrictions on the access of mdnors to nonobscene

Material such as violent films even if the state reasonably judges them to be.

13

injurious to minors."



The second factor is that the New York statute wis very narrowly

drawn. It only restricted visual material of a specific nature and said
14

nothing whaiever about the publication of ideas.

,
The out case under review dealt with coanuniFation which was very

clearly within the albit of the First Amendment.
, 15

Tinker V. Independent grew out of.a ruling

by public school officials that prohibited students:Iris warring black

arabionds as symbsols of their sentiments against the Viermusimar. In its

,

4

adjudication of the -case, three facts:- 'wore maphasised by the SupremS, Court:

first, only seven ,out 01.10,000 Des Moines school children chase to wear zhe

arm bandspsecond, the administratore-contentionthava.disturbancethat

would interfere with schoordiscipline would result from the displar 143 not

rpsalixed; and third, students.in the schools prior to this incident had-

been allowed to wear political symbols such as' the Neal Iron Cross and national

4

political campaign buttons.

In its opinion, which held unconstitutional the ruling of the school

administrators, the Court took the "opportunity to emphasise the First Amendment

t

.7

rigbts of Children:

First-Amendment rights, applied in light of the special .

character of the school eatizonment, are available'to

teachers and students. It can hardly be argued that either-

students or terzhers shed their cOastitutional rights to;

freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate.

This has been the unmistakable bolding of this Court for

almost 50 years.16

Ths Court displayed its respect for the authority the states and school

officials have to control conduct in the schools, but pointed out that this

cies dials not with conduct "that intrudes upon a.* work of the school or
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the rights of other students," but-rather

Amendment r:ahts akin to 'pure speech.

with "direct, primary First

A simple fear on the part of

school officials Chat A diliturbancejmay erupt is not sufficient grouriA to

deny First Amendmegg rights:

[13o our systma:undifferentisted fear or apprehension .

of disturbance is not epough to overcome the right to

freedom of expression. Any departure from absolute
regimentation lily cause trouble. Any variation frmi

the majority's opinion may inspire filer. But-our

constitution sci.s we must take this risk.

The Court.went:oa to reinforce thelull-conititutionsl.rights of children:

Students in school as weli as out of school are "persons"

under out,Constitution...They are possessed-of-fundamentil

rights vitiekthe Sop. must rsapecti-just ae they themselves

must respect their obligations-to-the-state.).- In OUr system,

.students say not be regarded as-closed-circuit recipients"

of only that.which the State chooses to communicate. . . .

In the absence of a specific 'bowing of constitutionally valid

reasons to regulate their speechl students are entitled to

free expression of their views;20.

This reference to an "absence of a specific showing of constitution-

ally valid reaitons to regulate their speech"suggests that in Tinkerg

the Court was applying-the clear and prescnt danger doctrine. 'Tbere

-was no !thowing by officials that the speech in question might lead to

violence or'serious disruption of school discipline. In fact, the
fe.

officials' position wasrbaaed on the feeling that "schools are no place
21

for demonstrations." Since there was no danger,of serious disruptlon,

under the clear and present danger test the speech could not be proscribed.

It should be noted that in this cise the Court made no'attempt to

differentiate betwe.en the First Amendment rights cf adults and minors as

Justice Stewart did in his concurring opinion in Ginsberg. Since the Court

chose noe to qualify its opinion, it "appears to have concluded either that



mihors do in fact possess the necessary capacity for claiming and

exercising Frst Amendment rights or that the level of capacity

is not crucial to making the threshold determination whether such
22

ripts dre applicOle to minors.".

) -The apparent d.i.fferences in the'holdings of Ginsberg and Tinker,

which were decided within a year of each other, can be explained in

terms of the nature of the expression involved; one ealt-with

obscenity (a fprm of comMunication not proteCted by the Fir'St Amend.-

"lent) and the other with political speech (the very typ of communica-

tion some commentators helieve the First Amendment was expressly
23 '

written to.protect).

*However, at least one member of the Court was confused*enough

by the difference between the:two holdings to remark: "1 cannot

'share the Courtld uncritical asSumption that . . the First Anend-

ment riiiits of children are co-extensive with those of adults.

Indeid,-1 had'though the Court decided otherwise just last term in
24

GinsberR . fon This judicial confusion over what Ginsber&and

Tinker did mean about the First Amendment rights of minors is the

real legacy of these cases. As will be demonstrated, different

U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeals have used the language of Ginsberg

and, more often, Tinker to arrive at widely varying positions on

what First Amendment rights public high school students enjoy in

the area of producing and distrib,Uting publications.

U.S. Court of Appeals -- Fourth Circuit

The Fourth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals has developed in a line

of post-Tinker cases a clear, unwavering philosophy as to the



rights of high school students in the area of stuaent

Essentially, this philosophy assigns a relatively high

the First Amendment rights of highschooi students and

any,prior restraints on high school publications "come to the court
25

publications.

priority to

assumes that

with a presumption against their.constitutionality."
26

This philosophy was first'enunciated in Quarterman v. Byrd, 1971.

The plaintiff in this case was a tenth-grade high school student

at Pine Forest High School near Southern Pines; North Carolina. He

.was briefly stispended from school for violating a school rule that

sspecifically forbade any pupil from distriputing, while under school

jurisdiction, "any aftertisements, pamplets, printed material,

announcements or other paraphernalia without the express permission
27

of the principal of the school."

Circuit Judge Donald Russell clearly indicated in the decision

his feeling that in normal circumstances the federal judiciary should

not interfere with the opet.ation of public.schools. He said:

Were the issue simply a matter of discretionary school
discipline, we might recognizing that "Judicial inter,-
position in the operation of the public school'system of -

the Nation raises problems reqUiring care and restraint,"
(citations omitted) eppropriately defer to the "expertise"
of the school authorities . . . This is so because it is
not the policy of Federal Courts to "intervene ih the reso-
lution of conflicts which arise in the daily operation of
the school systems and which do not directly and sharply
implicate basic constitutional values." 28 (citations omitted)

However, Judge Russell also stated clearly that interference with

student expression was rat to be considered in.the same light as

other rules imposed by a school'system. He Aaid:

But the issue posed by the plaintiff in this case as to
the validity of the rule is not a simple matter of school
discipline; it is not related to any question of state law;
it deals "directly" and "sharply" with a fundamental consti-
tutional right under the First Amendment.29 #
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In Quarterman v. Byrd,. as in all_other student publication_cases

arising.in the Fourth Circuit, thecourt is,careful to make the point

that. it does not totally equate the First Amendment rights of

juveniles with the First AMendment rights of,r..ults. Judge Russell

notes that:

Free speech under the First Amendment, though available to
juveailes and high school studentst'is" not absoluti and the
extent of its apvlication may properly take into,consideratie7
the age or maturity of those to whom it is"adUressed. Thus4
publications may be protected when directed to adults but not

, when made available to minors (Ginsberg v. New York citation),
or' as Justice Stewart emphas,zed in his concurring opinion in .

Tinker, First Amendment rights of childrerLare not,"co-extensivc
with those of adults." Similarly, a'diffitence may exist be-
tween the rights of free speech attaching to publications
distributed in a secondary school and those in a colle0 or
university.30

However, in Quarterman the court interprets Tinker in slich a way that

high school'authorities must apply a stern test if fhey are to

exercise prior restraint constitutionally. 'According to the court,

officials can impose prior restraint only in those special Circum-

stances when they can "reasonably forecast substantial disruption

of or material imterference With,school activities" because of the
31

distribution of the material. -The court also demanded that before

any prior restraint be exercised, a set of criteria must be estab-

lished and followed by school authorities and an "expeditious rieview

procedure" be set up to question any prior restr4int decision by any.
32

school offiCial. -Thus, the court in Quarterman found the school

'rule constitutionally 5.nv4lid in view of the fact that none of the

preceding'conditions were met.

. The second in the series-of cases establishing the judicial
33

philosophy of the Fourth Circuit was Baughman v Feinmuth in 1979.

o
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This case arose vut of a complaint by a group of parents, acting on

behalf of their high school age children, against the Maryland State

Board. of-Education and the Montgomery County Board of Education. The

ci,mplaint attacked certain regulations contained in a policy.state-

silent as an unlawful prior restraint on the distribution of non-school

sponsored literature in violation of the First Amendment. The regu-

lations in question called for student publications produced withouC.

school sponsorship to be distributed only after they had be.en given

to the principal for'review and.he had made a determination ,that the

publications were free from "libelous or .obscene language," the
A

radvocacy of illegal actic orany gr6ss insulting of any group or
34

individual.

Writing for(the court, Circuit Judge Craven found that the rule in

questio- was a direct prior restraint on expression. He noted again,

,as Judge wssell had in Quarterman that in a iecondary school setting

First Amendment rights are not co-extensive with those 9f adults,

and that in certain circumstances prior restraints may be valid,

although he emphasized that prior restraints come to court with a

presumption of their unconstitutionality. He reiterated the Quarter-

man standard that school authorities can only engage in prjor restraint

when they can "reasonably forecast substantial disruption/of or

material interference with school activities" because of the dis-
35

tribution df the material in question.

The court found the regulations in Baueman., like those in

Quarterman, impermissible. The court pointed out that the rules did

not provide for a "specified and reasonably short time period in
36

which the principal must act." Likewise, the court noted that t)le
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regulations failed to provide for the -.:ontingency of the principal's

failure to act within a sue:I.fied brief time, i.e., whether or not

the material could then be distributed. Further, ttEfiOurt said

-44that the prGhibition of mtrerial which "advocates illegal actions, Or

is grossly insulting any group or initividual? was unconstitutionally

the standard of forecasting substantial dis-

expresied its feeling that cnly material whicn,

sense, was unprivileged lib,t1 or obscenity

in GintialEs./z.New.X222? could. be banned by

vague and went beyond
37

ruption. The zourt

in the constitutiollal

for children as
38

- school officials., 0

s The court tavor21 a system that would allow students to "write
39

first and be judged'later." If, however, according to the court,

Shools were going to 'impose rules, those rules must "contain narrow,

objective, and reasbnable standards, by which the material will be
40

judged." Further, the court said that:

.,-the use of terms of art such as "libelous" and "obscene"
are notIsuffictently precise and underbtandable to high
school studi..ints and administrators untutored in thor law to
.be acceptable .cmiteria. Indeed, such terms are troublesome
to lawyers and iudges.4l

*In sUmmary, then, growing out pflaughman and Quart an was a

standard which provided that secondary schOol Children clearly had

First Amendment rights (although they were not co-,extensive wi.th

such.idult rights), that these rights could be viol .ted by prior

restraint only when the material under question was not.constitulionally

protected, that any such prior restraint imposed had to be according

c
to precise criteria that clearly spelled out what was prohibited,

that apprDval or disapproval of material had.to be prompt, and that

. a prompt and complete appeals procedure had to be provided.

1 2
nib
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The third case in the Fourth Circuft series, Nitzhuitca
-42

(1S75), concerned a rule created by the Baltimore County Board

of Education under whiQh school officials of the Woodlawn Senior

High School ordered two p_ivate student newspapers to cease oubli-

cation in November cf 1973. Maryland Supreme Court Justice Clark,

sitting by designatiun, delivered the opinion of the court that the

rule was constitutionally invalid.

The rule in question, 5130.1(b) contained the Board's policies

regarding student ptiblications and stated in relevant part:

Literature may be distributed and Vosted by tne student of
the subject school in designated are2s on school property
as long as if is not obscene or libelous (as defined below)
and as lOng as tfie distribT,,ion of said literature does not
reasonably lead the principal to forecast substantial dis-
ruption of or material interference with school activities.

If a student desires to poit or make a distribution of free
literature which is not officially recognized as a-school'
publication, the student shall submit such non-school material
to the principal for review and prior approval.43

The rule then goes on to "set up a policy whereby the principal must

render a decision within two days, a policy whereby an appeals pro-

cedure to an assiitant:superintendent must be completed .within three

additional dayc if so desired by the student, and also a policy whereby,

in the face of administrative inaction within the stated time limits,

a student may go ahead and distribute the literature. Also con-

tained in the rule are lengthy definitions of libelous material and

obscere material, both attempting to incorporate the latest consti-

tutional reasoning by the U.S. Supreme Court.

Quite obviously, th6 rule was drafted as an attempt to comply with

the mandate:previously issued by the Fourth Circuit judges in

Baughman 'and Quarterman,. Since the rule was still found to be

3
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constitutionally infirm, it is instructive to examine Mr. Justice

'Clark's reasoning. He found that:

A crucial flaw exists in this directive since it gives no
guidance whatsoever as to what amounts to a "substantial
disruption of or material interference with" school activities;
and, equally fatal ? it fails to detail the criteria by which
an administrator might reasonably predict thc occurrence of
such a disruption.44

Mr. Justice Clark is saying that simply using the Tinker language

is not enough; instead, anyset of rules that is going to be found

cc:institutionally acceptable in the Fourth Circuit is going to first

have to clearly spell out what a "substantial disruption" of school

activities really is, and what criteria an administrator plans to use

to predict such a disruption. The difficulty of school administrators

complying ,with this mandate is evidenced by the fact thatt.to date,

no set of criteria in the Fourth Circuit has been found to be consti-

,tutionally acceptable.

The last case in the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals series cop-

perning student publications was adjudicated in 1977. In the case,
45

Gambino v. Fairfax Count School Board, the court affirmed a dis-

trict court cision that a student high school newspaper published

by journalis dents at the Hayfield, Virginia, Secondary School

could not be"Ceilsidered part of the curriculum and was instead a

public forum for student expression and therefore subject to the First

Anendment prot6ction outlined in Quarterman, Daughman, and Nitzburg.

The cort further ruled that the general power of the school board to

regulate course content does not apply to school newspaper content.

The appeals court stated that it was affirming the federal district

court decision because that decision was "substantially supported by
46

both the evidence and the law." In the lower court decision, Judge
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J. B1 'ant had ruled that the school officials' decision to prohibit

publication of a newspaper article entitled "Sexually Active Students

,Fail to Use Contraception," based on school regulations subjecting

the school paper to the "same administrative controls as other
47

educational programs," violated the First Anendment.

Schoe: bemire: officials relied on the contention that the student

newspa'.--, written and edited in the .chool during school hâurs by

students enrolled in journalism and receiving academic credit for

their efforts, and financially supported in part by School Board funds,

was in fact an "in-house organ of the school system, or alternatively

that the students in Hayfield are a 'captive audience,' rendering the
48

publication subject to reasonable regulation."

Judge Brynat dismissed both of these contentions. He noted that

the extent of state funding and state facilities for the paper were

not relevant factors in determining whether or nor the state could

control the content of student newspapers, citing numerous precedents

that "the state is not necessarily the unrestrained master of what

it creates And fosters." He ruled that the student newspaper Was in-

deed a pubic forum srbject to First Amendment protection and that any

prior restraint must comply with "the detailed criteri.a required by

the line of Fourth Circuit decisions defining the permissible regula-
49

tion of protected speech in high schools."

In summary, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit has

taken the position that publications by high school students, whether

they are produced in school under teacher guidance or produced out of

school and brought to school for distribution; are protected by the

First Amendment. Because of this protection, censorship and prior

15
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restraint can only occur in very limited circumstances, and the

criteria determining these circumstances must pass a rigid test

impoied by the courts, with the presumption that any rules imposed

by a high school authority come before the courts as unconstitutional.

U.S. Court of Appeals -- Second Circuit

Contrary to the Fourth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals, the Second

Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals, citing essentially the same cases as

precedent (Tinker and Ginsberg), has adopted a judicial philosophy"

that mandates that high school students' First Amenduent rights must

give way to the duty of school administrators to protect the students

under their care. It is the Second Circuit's position that, "It is

to everyone's advantage that decisions with respect to the operation
50

of local schools be made by local officials," and that, "In deter-

mining the constitutionality of restrictions on student expression

such as are involved here, it is not the function of the courts.to

reevaluate the wisdom of the actions of state officials charged with
51

protecting the health and welfare of public school students."

The post Tinker-Ginsherg philosophy of the Second Circuit had its
52

gehesis in the 1971 decision of Eisner v. Stamford Board of education.

The case focused on a policy adopted by the 'Board of,Education'of the

city of Stamford, Connecticut, in 1969. The policy, concerned dis-

tribution of printed or written matter and Said in relevant part:

The Board of Education desires to encourage freedom of-
expression and areativity by its students subject to the
follosfing limitations: No person shall distribute &ny
printed or written matter on the grounds of any school or
building unless the distribution of such material shall have
prior approval by the school administration.

.

16
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In granting.or denying ,proval the following guidelines
shall apply: No material shall be distributed which, either
by its content or by the manner of distribution itself, will
interfere with the proper and orderly operation and dis-
cipline of the school, will cause violence or disorder, or
will constitute an invasion of the rights of others.53

Ihe plaintiffs, students at Rippowam High School in Stamford, wished

to distribute, free of the.restraint imposed by the policy, a mimeo-

graphed newspaper they had created. The district court agreed with

their contention that the Board's policy limited their right to free-

dom of expression, declared the policy unconstitutional, and enjoined

the school board from enforcing any requirement that students obtain

prior approval.] before publishing or distributing any literature. The

Second Circuit Appeals Court affirmed in part the lower court's

decision, but in so doing it outlined what it termed "reasonable and

fair regulitions",that the Board might employ which would not be
54

unconstitutional prior restraint."

The Circuit Court began its reasoning with a discussion of Near
55

v. Minnesota and its progeny, which, the court said, catalogued

several varieties of exceptional cases that would justify a prior

restraint: -

Thus, it was well established then as it is now that "the
constitutional guaranty of free speech does not 'protect a
man from an injmnction against uttering words that may have
all the effects of force.'" Nor did it question that"the
primary requirements of decency may be enforced against
obscene-publications."56

The Circuit Court then said that it must address itself to two

major questions: Tirst, was the,Board's policy justified because it

was one of ,those "exceptional cases" where prior restraints are per-

missible? Second, was the policy as narrowly drawn as "may be

reasonabXy be expected so as to advance the social interests that'
57

justify it° or does it unduly restrict protected speech:

17
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From the ou Jet, the Circuit Court took the position that the

content of the Mimeographed newspaper was not at issue; it was the

policy itself which was the focal point of the case. The court

used Tinker to decide that student expression was indeed one of

those "exceptional cases" where permissible prior restraints could

be used:

Moreover, we cannot ignore the oft-stressed and carefully
worded dictum in the leading precedent, Tinker v. Des Moines
School District (citations omitted), thanTRYMMITTXTIMT--
Trimaniriraidary schools may be forbidden if school
authorities reasonably "forecast substantial disruption of
or material interference with school activities."59

The court also found support for limiting the expression of students

in the CheTlinsky v. New Hampshire doctrine that the state can suppress

words "which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite
59

-breach-of_peace," and even in the clear and present danger doctrine

enunciated in,Schenck v. United States in-1919:

The question in-every case is Nhether the words are used
in 'such circumstances and are of such a nature as to create
a clear and present danger that they will bring about the
substantive evils that Congress has a right to prevent.60

The Circuit Court,used these_decisions in coming to the conclusion that:

0 we cannot deny that Connecticut has authority to
minimize or eliminate influences-that would dilute or
disrupt the effectiveness of the educational process as
the state conceives it. The task of judging the actual
effects of school policy stateMents and regulations is a
deliCate and"aifficult one. , But, to the extent that the
Boares pcIlicy statement here merely vests school officials
under state law with authority which under Tinker they may
constitutionally exercise, it is on its face unexceptionable.61

Earli9r in this article, during the discussion of the Fourth Circuit

Court of Appeals philosophy, it was noted that the, Fourth Circuit

had taken.at face value the tinker mandate that free expression could

be restrained in schools only when a substantial disruption of or

material interference with" school activities was possible, and that

18
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that court had required that any set of rules in the Fourth Circuit'

would have to clearly spell out what a 'substantial disruption°

of or "material interference" with school activities actually was,

and what criteria an administrator was going to use to predict such

a disruption or interference: Only them, according to the Fourth

Circvit,*could ansi prior restraints on student expression be even

considered. In vivid contrast to this approach, the Second Circuit

lima assumes that school administrators would not suppress expression NNN,

that ;would create only minor disturbances, and indeed does not even

require that the words "material" or "substantial" be part of the

rules. The court is Eisner said:

Although the policy does not specify that the foreseeable
disruption be either "material" or substantial" aw Tinker
requires, we assume that the Board would never contagliEF
the futile as,well as unconstitutional suppression of matter
that'would create only an immaterial disturbance,62

This faith in the wisdom of school authorities in the Second Circilit

forms a crucial difference between it and the Fourth Circuit, and

accounts in large part for much-of the divergency of the two circuits

in the area of freedom of student`expression. The court said in Xisner,

"It is to everyone's advantage that decisions with repect to the
63

operation of local schools be made by local officials." This is in

marked contrast to the philoiophy developed in tiv;%, Fourth Circuit

that the validity of rules governing student expression are "-k.-It a

simple matter of school discipline," but instead deal directly and
64

sharply with a constitutional right under the First Amendment."

In Eisner, the Second Circuit Court specified that to be consti-

tutional, regulations set up by school authorities to govern student

expression need only ensure an expeditious reviw procedure, specifying

19
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to whom and how material may be submitted.

Following this case, a federal district judge in 1972 found in
65

Koppell v. Levine that the seizure of a literary magazine in a

New York high school by school administrators was constitutional,

despite the fact that the magazine, which contained some four-letter

words, was admittedly not obscene.

However, in the same district in 1974 in a case involving the

seizing of a sex education supplement to a student newspaper, both

the district court judge and the Second Circuit Court of Appeals,
66

which affiraskithe lower court decision without comment, seemed to

suffer a change of judicial heart. As will be pointed out, though,
67

this case, Bayer v. Kinzlei., was an aberration in the line of

judicial philosophy concerning student expression in the.Second Circuit..

The case was an action on bebalf of two minors by their parents

'against the Superintendent of Schools of the Union Free School 'Dis-

trict No. 22, the, principal of Farmingdale High School, and the Board

of Education. An iisue of the Farmingoale High School student news-

paper contained:, a sex information supplement. One of the plaintiffs

was the editor of the awspaper, while the other was a student who

stated that she wished to receive the spplement. The supplement

was composed of articles dealing with contraception and abortion,

which were serious in tone and obviously intended to c'nvey infor-

mation. The principal had ordered the seizure of 700 undistributed

copies and also had orderved that there be no further distribution of

the newspaper and supplement.

The district court judge 'began his reasoning with a reference to

Tinker and its requirement that First and Fourteenth Amendment

20
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aoridgement can only occur in schools when theiaction "is necessary

fo avoid material and substantial interference with school work or

ditcipiine." The judge equated the newspaper staff's attempt to

ecucate their fellow students with the symbolic action of the Tinker

ohildren saying that the articles were "at least equally deserving

of protection under the First and Fourteenth Amendments as the
68

. symbolic wearing of an armband, the protected activity in Tinker."

He found ihat the seizure of the supplement and refusal to allow

distribution were not reasonably necessary to avoid material and

substantial interference with schoolwork or discipline, and he en-

joined school authorities from preventing distribution of the seized

copies. As was noted earlier, the Second Circuit affirmed this

decision without comment.

In 1977, though, the Second Circuit returned to the line of

reasoning it had begun in Eisner and again took 'the position that

students' First Amendment rights must give way to the duty of school

administrators to protect the students under their care. The case,
69

Trachtman v. Anker, focused on the attempts of two high school

students at Stuyvesant High-School in New York, City to survey the

sexual attitudes of Stuyvesapt studerits and publish the results in

the Voice, the school paper. The students' plan to orally interview

a cross section of the student population was turned down by school

administ..,ators. The students then sought permission to distribute a

written questionnaire as a means of gathering information for a story. .

The questionnaire asked for "rather personal and frank information
70

about the students' sexual attitudes" including such topics as

"pre-marital sex, contraception, homosexuality, masturbation and the
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extent of students'-sexual experience,"71 The Board 04 Fdufultion

refused permission to distribute the questionnajre, statin.g: "Free-

-dom Of the press must be-affirmea; howeNer, no inquiry'should in-

vade the rights of other persons. "72 The Board's dedision indicated

that the type,of survey proposed could 'be conducted only by professional

researchers, with consent of the students! parents, and that thu

students themselves lacked the requisite experience,to con4uct such

a survey and did not guarantee anonymity to the r--spondents.

The lower court judge found that permission to distribute tae

questionnaire could be denied only if the school authorities could

prove that "there is a strong possibility the distribution of the

questionnaire would result in significant psychological harm to

members of Stuyvesant High School."73 She felt that this was proved

with regard tr thirteen- and fourteen-year-old students, but not

with regard to older stUdents. Therefore, she held that the students

could distribute the questionnaire-to eleventh and twelfth-grade

students only.

Once again, the Second Circuit Appeals Court began its'reasoning

with a consideration of Tinker and the familiar Tinker standard that

student speech can be restrained if it materially'and substantially

interferes with the requirements of appropriate discipline in the

school. The court said:

In interpreting the standard. laid down in Tinker, this court
has held that in order to justify restraints on secondary
school publications, which are to be distributed within the
confines of school property, school officials must bear the
burden of demonstrating a reasonable basis for'interference
with student speech, and courts will not rest content with

,bare allegation that such a basis existed. (Cita-
tions omitted; emphasis added.)

.
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At the same time, it is clear that school authorities need
,

not wait for a potential harm to,occur before taking pRiFie-
frirlE4os., (Citations omitted; emphasis added074

The court stated in a footnote-that: --
aft

.Although Tinker provides that "undifferentiated fear or
apprehensrairmat a disturbance is not sufficient cause to
justify interference with students' freedom of speecht,
school authorpties need onry demonstrate that the basis
o.f their belief in a potential disruption is reasonable
and not based on speculation. (Citations omitted; emiglasxs
added.)75

When, then, will the Second.Circuit uphold the right of school

_authorities4io_auprest_etudent expression? Tie court said:
. .

In deterisi4ng the constitutionality-of7restridtieinion
etddent expression suth as are involved here, it is not
the function of the courts to reevaluate the. wiidiaiBir
TIT Vrrir7orstrefe7FITalitaTs---charikekwilnwoTgifint±iii
ralt an willfrgfpuf0:, school stagai...Cm0h&dis-added.)76.................? .......... ..................

,

Likewise, the court said:,

.We believe that school authorities are suffieiently
-experienced and knowledgeable Concerning ,these matters,
which have_ been entrusted to them by the communitY; a
federal court ought=not impoice its own vgows in such
Matters where there is 4 rational beefs for the decisions
and,actions of the school authorities.77

.01.4

The Circuit Court reversed the tedgement of the,clistrict court,in

sofar as it restrained the school authorities from prohibiting the

distribution of the.questionnaire to.eleytnth and.twelfth graders;

according to the court iirwas constitutionally permissible for the

4chool authorities' to completely restrain the questionnaire.

.

The position taken by the court in Trachtman, then, Was that any

school authbrity can engage in prior restraint whenever it feels ther

is a "reasonable" chance of disruption, and that the courts will give

the school authOrity -the benefit of the doubt as regards)both the

seribPsness of the possible disruptiOn and the refsbnableness of .the
6

authOrity in predicting the -pcissible disruption.
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The majority decision in Trachtman, endorsed by two judges,

appeared to the thir:d jmdge of the three-judge.panel as a misreading

of Tinker. He said in his dissent:

Where physical disruption or violence is threatened, sore
inroads on free expressiOn are tolerable because the interests
of students and school officials are relatively specific
and lend themselves to concrete evaluation. But a general 4
undifferentiated. fear of emotional disturbance on the part
of some student readers strikes me as too nebulous and as
posing too dangerous a potential for unjustifiable destruction
of constitutionally protected free speech rights to support
a prior restraint.78

.He went on to, siy:

Other courts, wherrfaced with substantially the same
iiroblem, have not hesitated to find that distribution of
sexual material in school to students is protected by the
First Amendment and that school authorities failed to sus-
tain their heavy burden of demonstrating that prohibition
of s.uch distribution was reasonably necessary to guard
against harm to the students rights.79.

The dissenting judge also noted that the Second Circuit was.not

following a -uniform line of reasoning:

Indeed, in Ba er'v. Xinzler (citations omittedll we affirmed
a district court decision inding that the distribution of a
sex information supplement to a school newspaper was cons-
titutionally protected. I fail to find any significant legal
distinction between these-h571Tngs ara-tHe-present. case.
(Emphasis added.)8T

The legacy of the majority opinion in Trachtman is apparent in
81

Andrews. A federal district judge heldthe 1978 case ofFrasca v

that the First Amendment was not violated by a high school principal's

refusal to distribute an issue of the school newspaper because,the
82

principal had a "rational basis for preventing publication. This

was despite the fact that the material under question was admittedly

not obscene, not defamatory, and not inciteful to violence. Indeed,

the judge noted that under the Second Circuit doctrine, truth itself

was irrelevant. He said:
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. the rule has been wisely established that decisions
of school officials will be sustained, even in a First
Amendment context, when, on the facts before them at the
time of the conduct which is challenged, there was a sub-
stantial and reasonable basis for the action taken.93,

In summary, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit has

taken the position that the First Amendment rights of high school

.4

students are extremely limited, and that they must give way to a

"reasonable" decisitin by school officials that expression in a

publication may cause disruption or harm to some people. No written

policies are required to specify when prior restraint may occur,

and the penefit of the doubt will be given to school officials since

"it is not the function of-the courts to reevaluate the wisdom of

the actions of state officials charged with protecting the health
84

and welfari of public school students."

The law surrounding high sghool students' First Amendment rights

in - Fifth Circuiti.s relatively, Judicially undeveloped. The

court aas spoken only once in the area, in the 1972 case Shanley,
85

v Northeast Inde endent School District At issue was the dis-

tribution by several high school students of an "undergroune,

newspaper before and after school hours entirely off-CampUs and a

school policy which forbade any distribution of materials without

administrative approval. The court took the opportunity to attempt

to set up a judicial'philosophy for the Fifth.Circuit that would

guide the actions of school administrators in puking future decisions

about student publications proddbed and distributed both on- and off-

campus.
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Essentiallf, ie cipears that the standards endorsed by the Fifth

Circuit in Shanley, are at leas respeetful of student rights of free

expression and fall somewhere between the stugent-oriented stana-rds

-endorsed by the Fourth Circuit and the administration-oriented

standards endorsed by the Second Circuit.

The court in Shanley approvingly cites Eisner v. StamforerBoard

of Education (the controlling case in the...Second A.rcuit) in coming

to the cohzlusion that "there,is nothing unconstitutional per se in

a requirement that students submit materials to the sdhool adminis-
86

tration.prior to distribution (a conclusibn that, as will be seen,

is completely rejected by the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals).-.

However, the court notes that "the test for curtailinc in--school

exercise of expression is whether or not the expression 6f its Irethod

of exercise 'materially and substantiall' ' interferes with the activi-
87

ties of discipline of the school." Th- Fifth Cireu,t Court comes

to the conclusion that:

(l) expression by high school studen ie prollibit6d
altogether if it materially and subst- Lally interferes
with school activities or with the rights of other students
or teachers or if the school administration can de onstrate-
reasonable cause to believe that the expression would engender
such material and substantial interference; (2) expression by
high schelol students cannot be prohibited solelY becaus,a other
students, teachers, administrators or parents may disagree
with its content; (3) efforts at expression by high school
students may be subjected to prior screening uncler Olear and
reasonable regulations; and (4) expression by high school
students may be limited in manner, place-, or time by means of
reasonable and equally-applied regulations:88

The above reference to "reasonable cause" is the same phrase used

by the Second Circyit Court in Trachtman; however, the confidence that

,the Second Circuit displayed in the Wisdom of school authorities and

the reluctance of the Second Circuit to impose its opinions on school

26
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authorities arevboth missing in the Fifth Circuit Shinley. decision.

The court admits that "re5,sonableness" is, in the court's words, a
er 89

n neutral corner," 'but it admonishes school authorities that they

:must tread with caution:

We do conclude, however, that the school board's burden of
_demonstrating reasonableneSs becomes geometrically.heavier
as its decision begins to focus upon'the content of materials ,
the'" are not obscene, libelous, or inflammatory.90
4

Likewise, the Shanley court notes that "even reasonably -forecast

diSruption is not RIE se justification for prior restraint or

subsequent punishment of expression afforded to students by the
91

First Amendment," 'and that "disturbances themselves can be wholly
92,

without reasonable or rational basis." The court says it has

ttgreat respect for the intuitive abilities of administrators,"

but it cautions that "such paramount freedoms as speech and expression
93

cannot be:stifled .on the sole ground of intuition." In addition to

the above cautions, the court.in Shanley mandates that any school-

imposea rules must clearly outline submission requirements, state a

brief time in which an administrator mus,t respond, set up an appeals

process, and state a brief time in which the appeal must be decided.

In'summarll, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit has

talv.n the position that high school students have First Amendment

rights but that prior sUbmission requirements do not violate these

rights if they are correctly imposed, and that these rights can be

abridged if a substantial disruption is likely to occur as a result

of the student expression; however, school authorities have the burden

of proving the imminence and gravity ot a disruption and they must

take a close look at whether the disruption itself has a rational basis.

r

'110
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ao.

U.S. Court of Appeals -- Seventh Circuit

The judicial interpretation of high school students' rights of

freedom of expression in the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals came

in two 'cases early In the 1970's. In these two case, Scoville v.
94 95

Board of Education and Fujishima v. Board of Education, the

Seventh Circuit articulated a philosophy that goes even further than

thatAeveloped by the Fourth Circuit in supporting students' First

Amendment rights. ,The Seventh Circuit is unequivocally against ara

prior submission standards and insists on a literal reading of Tinker.

The court rejects both Quarterman in the Fourth Circuit and Eisner

in the Second Circuit as being too restrictive and violative of

students' First Amendment rights. The Sei)enth Cir.:uit Court says:

We believe that the court erred in Eisner in interpreting
Tinker to allow prior restraint--long a constitutionally
FFEETBItet power--as a tool of school officials in "fore-
casting" substantial disruption of school activities.96

And about Quartermanhe court says in a footnotb:

The tourth Circuit in quarterman v. Byrd seems to follow
Eisner in finding lack of criteria and procedural safeguards,-
FifEFF than the imposition of a prior restraint, as the
regulation's "basic vice." (Citations omitted.)97

The Seventh Circuit would allow no prior restraint, only subsequent

punishment in certain cases.

In the firSt case adjudicated by the Seventh Circuit after Tinker,

Scoville v. Board of Education (1970), the plaintiffs, who were

minors,-were expelled from high school after writing, off school

premises, a publication which they then distributed in school. The

publication contained material critical of school policies and school

authorities. No,charge was made ihat the publication was libelous

or obscene.

28
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The Seventh Circuif Court cited Tinker as*the authority for the

case. According to the court:

The Tinker rule narrows the question before us to whether
the 717117614 of "Grass High" and its sale in school to sixty
students and faculty members could "reasonably have led them'
(the Board) to forecast substantial' disruption of or material
interference with school activities . . or intrusion into
the school affairs or lives of others."96

The tCourt goes on to note that "Tinker, announces the principles

which underlie our holding: High school students are persons en-
99

titled to First and Fourteenth Amendment protections." The court

said that absent any showing by the school authorities that the action

was taken upon a reasonable forecast of a subbtantial disruption,

the students1First Amemament rights had been violated and they were

entitled to injundt and damage relief.

In.the next case decided by the . ,venth Circuit Court, Fujishima

y. Board of Education (1972), the court went much further in developing

and refining its philosophy concerning students' rights( of free

expression. The case centered around the'constitutionality of section

6-19 of the rules of the Chicago Board of Education:

No person shall be pdrmitted . to distribute on the
school premiset any books, tracts, or other publications

. . 'unless the same shall have been approved by the
General 'uperintendent of Schools.100

The plaintiffs were three high school students who were disciplined

for violation of section 6-19. Two of the, students distributed about

350 copies of the Cosmic Frog, an "underground" newspaper, between

classes and during lunch breaks and were.suspended for their actions.

The other student was suspended for giving another student an unsigned

copy of a petition calling teach-ins about the war in Vietnam.

'The Seventh Circuit found that because section 6-19 required prior

approval of publications, it was unconstitutional as a prior restraint

29
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in violation of,the First Amendment. The court said:

Tinker held that, absent a showing of material and sub-
iTranial interference with the requirements.of school dis-
cipline, echools may not restrain t1e full First Amendment
rights of their students. (Emphasis adna7)101

This finding isolates the Seventh Circuit from all other circuit

courts deCiding cases in this area, as,all other courts have found

soge kind of. prior approval process constitutional, differing only

"we

on the nature and focus of the process. The Seventh Circuit. reads .

Tinker 'as allowing only post-publication punishment:

Tinker in no way suggests that studentsmay be required to
announce their intentions of engaging in certain conduct
beforehand 'so school authorities may decide whether to
prohibit the conduct. Such a concept of prior restraint,is
even more offensive when applied to the long protected area
of publication.4.

,
The Tinker forecast rule is properly a formula for determining
when-117-Fequirements of school discipline justify zmnishment
of students for exercise of their First Amendment riihts. It
is not a basis for establishing a system of censorship and
licensing designed to prevent the exercise of First Amendment
rightS.102

Saying that "we believe Eisner is unsound constitutional law," the'

Seventh Circuit declared 6-19 unconstitutional and remanded the case

for entry of an injunction against its enforcement. .The court said

that the injunction would not prevent school authorities from promul.

gating reasonable regulations concerning time, manner, and place of

distribution. HoWever, the court emphasized that no Student had to

obtain administrative approval of even time, manner, or place of

distribution of any particular publication; the board had the burden

of telling students when, how, and where publications in general

could be distributed: The court pointed out that the bdard could

punish students who violated these regulations, as well as punish

students who published and distributed on school grounds legally

obscene or libelous literature.

30,
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The Seventh Circuit CoUrt'of Appeals provides the greatest freedom

for student exprepsion of any circuit court. It assigns students .

full First Amendment rights and treats these rights as Virtually

co-extensive with adult rights. This means that any prior approval

process in this circuit is constitutionally repugnant, and that

students may publish ard circulate their works without fear of ,

administrative interference because of content.

Conclusion.

It is obvious that the U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeals are not in

agreement in the area of delineating the First Amendment publication

rights of public high school students. Different circuit couits are -

moving in different iudicia/ directions, each relying on Its own

interpretation of the standards proposed by the Supreme Court in

Ginsberg and Tinker. As a result, there exists a wide spectrum of

constitutional interpretation in this area, ranging from sharply

limited student rights all the way to virtually full First Amendment

rights for students. Until such time as the U.S. Supreme Court sees

fit to clarify its stand and elcplicate the area of students' First

Aidendment rights, the power of school authorities vis a vis the rights
OlOPMENEM

of students wiil deDend to.a large extent on the developed law in

each individual circuit.
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